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Abstract—We propose a scheme for transmission of variable
bit rate (VBR) compressed video for interactive applications
using the explicit-rate congestion-control mechanisms proposed
for the available bit rate (ABR) service in asynchronous transfer
mode networks. Compressed video is inherently bursty, with rate
fluctuations over both short and long time scales. This source
behavior can be accommodated by the ABR service, since the
explicit-rate scheme allows sources to request varying amounts
of bandwidth over time. Moreover, when the bandwidth demand
cannot be met, the network provides feedback indicating the
bandwidth currently available to a connection. In our scheme,
the video source rate is matched to the available bandwidth by
modifying the quantization level used during compression. We use
trace-driven simulations to examine how effective the enhanced
explicit-rate scheme is in “rate matching” between the network
and the source and the effect on end-to-end delay. We also look
at the sensitivity of the proposed scheme to the estimates of the
network round-trip times and to inaccuracies in the rate requests
made by sources.

Index Terms—ATM, congestion control, packet video.

I. INTRODUCTION

COMPRESSED video traffic is likely to form a signif-
icant component of the workload of future networks.

Compressed video is inherently bursty with rate fluctuations
happening over both short and long time scales. Compressed
video is also often rate adaptive, i.e., it is possible to modify
the source rate dynamically by adjusting the compression
parameters of a video coder. However, unlike rate-adaptive
nonreal-time data transfer applications, interactive video re-
quires tight end-to-end packet delay constraints. This delay
bound is typically around 200–300 ms, for interactive appli-
cations such as video conferencing.

Transporting video over asynchronous transfer mode (ATM)
networks has been an active area of research. The meth-
ods proposed for transport of compressed video span the
spectrum of services offered by ATM networks: constant
bit rate (CBR), variable bit rate (VBR), available bit rate
(ABR), and unspecified bit rate (UBR). The focus of the
ABR service has been support for bursty data, where there
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is no clear specification of the source’s characteristics [26].
In this paper, we propose a scheme for transmission of
VBR compressed video for interactive applications based
on the explicit-rate congestion-control mechanisms proposed
for ABR.

Ideally, a transport mechanism for compressed video over a
packet-switched network should ensure high statistical mul-
tiplexing gain, support frequent negotiation for bandwidth
between the source and the network to accommodate source
burstiness, define a mechanism to allow source rates to be
adapted to match the available network bandwidth, achieve a
very low frame loss rate, and ensure that end-to-end delays
stay bounded. In this paper, we propose an enhanced version
of the ATM ABR service, using the explicit-rate option, that
allows each of these goals to be met.

In the explicit-rate ABR schemes,in-bandresource manage-
ment (RM) cells are periodically transmitted by each source to
indicate its desired transmission rate. The network may mark
this rate downwards before returning the RM cell back to the
source if it is unable to provide the demanded bandwidth. The
information returned in the RM cells may be used to adapt
the bit rate of the video encoder. This provides a natural way
of performing a rate negotiation between the source and the
network. This rate renegotiation can be done very frequently,
since the RM cell processing is performed in-band, and thus,
is not constrained by the limitations of a slow shared signaling
channel. Consequently, it is possible to exploit the high short-
term correlation of video to accurately predict and renegotiate
rates over very short time intervals, leading to higher statistical
multiplexing gain.

In our proposed scheme, the video source rate is matched to
the available bandwidth returned in the RM cell by modifying
the quantization level used during compression. We believe
that the overall perceptual quality of the video is likely to be
higher with this form of source adaptation to congestion, where
the source modifies the quantizer, compared to the situation
where the network drops cells or packets under congestion
(thus losing frames).

Another advantage of the explicit-rate ABR service is that,
unlike traditional best-effort transport in data networks such
as the Internet, it can guarantee a minimum bandwidth to
individual connections by using admission control. This is
particularly useful for video, since it can be used to ensure
a minimum level of perceptual quality, even during periods
of congestion. We envisage that this minimum bandwidth
would have to be determined based on experience gained from
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“human factors” experiments with a specific class of video and
possibly from statistical models of compressed video sources.

The explicit-rate ABR service can also be tuned to keep the
queueing delays fairly small by ensuring that the aggregate
rate of all sources sharing a link is always less than the link
bandwidth and by requiring each ABR source to maintain a
smooth flow of cells at the current allowed transmission rate.
Thus, the explicit-rate ABR scheme is also designed to achieve
a low loss rate. However, for greater flexibility of operation, it
may be necessary for switches to segregate ABR connections
that are admission controlled and require low delays (e.g.,
video) from those that are not admission controlled (e.g.,
bursty data), using a suitable scheduling policy.

Explicit-rate ABR schemes typically attempt to achieve
max–min fair fairness when determining how to allocate
bandwidth among the set of active connections at each link.
Max–min fair allocation results in all connections that are
“bottlenecked” at a link being assigned an equal share of
the bandwidth. While such a policy may be appropriate for
data flows, it is likely to be inappropriate for video flows. For
video, there is a relationship between the ultimate “quality of
service” achieved by the flow and the degree of rate reduction
experienced by the flow relative to its demand. Intuitively, an
encoder that is compressing more complex images requires a
greater number of bits to obtain the same level of quality and
is likely to request more bandwidth than a source transmitting
frames for a low-complexity sequence of images. If the
network were to simply apply the max–min fairness criterion,
then the high-complexity (possibly more activity) video flow
would experience a much greater degradation in the video
quality compared to the low-complexity flow. To address this
issue, we propose the use of a “weighted” max–min fair-share
allocation policy. In this policy, a weight is associated with
each connection based on the bandwidth demanded for that
connection. The link capacity is then divided in proportion
to these weights. This weighted max–min fair-share allocation
policy mimics the operation of weighted fair queueing [5], [9].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the
next section, we describe related work. Sections III and IV
provide an overview of the explicit-rate feedback-control
mechanism and the proposed enhancements for fair allocation
of network bandwidth to video sources. In Section V, we
present statistical models for compressed video, which are
used for predicting the source’s demand. Section VI discusses
the source-adaptation mechanisms that we have explored for
rate matching the encoder’s rate to the network’s feedback.
Section VII presents simulation results, and concluding re-
marks are in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

There has been a considerable amount of research over
the last few years in investigating various mechanisms for
transporting video traffic over communication networks. The
proposals using ATM networks may be classified based on the
ATM service class that is used.

1) CBR Transport: In this mode, the inherently bursty
(VBR) output of a video coder is locally buffered at

the coder to convert it into a CBR stream. Since the
buffering is limited by delay constraints, local feedback
is used to adjust the quantizer to prevent buffer overflows
and underflows. This results in a variable quality. The
advantage of this scheme is that the CBR nature of
the stream makes admission control simple. However,
the penalty is that there is no attempt to exploit any
multiplexing gains possible in the original VBR traffic.

2) VBR Transport:In this mode, the traffic generated by
the coder is transported in a completely unrestricted
(open-loop) manner over the real-time VBR service class
[7], [18]. In principle, this results in constant quality.
Moreover, since the ratio of the peak rate to the mean
rate for compressed video traffic is quite high, there
is potential for multiplexing gain and the “effective”
bandwidth needed to be less than that for CBR video
of the same quality.1 Admission control for the real-
time VBR service requires an accurate source model and
an accompanying policing mechanism that ensures that
sources indeed conform. Due to this latter requirement,
source models in practice are restricted to be simple,
characterized by only a peak rate, average rate, and a
maximum burst size (this behavior can be easily policed
using leaky buckets). Such a simple source model forces
admission control to be conservative, since the lack of
statistical information regarding source behavior, except
the independence of sources, necessitates worst-case
assumptions. Hence, even if the coder’s output rate is
adjusted to conform to these simple traffic descriptors,
there is loss of efficiency. Variations of VBR have also
been explored that allow a compressed video source
to generate data at a VBR while adapting the rate
downwards during periods of network congestion using
feedback information from network switches [13], [22],
[23].

3) Renegotiated CBR (RCBR):In this mode, a video coder
generates a piecewise linear CBR stream with periodic
“renegotiation” of the bit rate between the coder and the
network. It is based on the observation that compressed
video traffic exhibits rate fluctuations happening over
both short and long time scales. In RCBR, short-term
fluctuations in the bit rate of a compressed video source
are absorbed in the source buffer as in CBR. However,
when the source detects an increase or decrease in the
bit rate that is likely to persist for a long time, it
renegotiates the transmission rate. Thus, RCBR may be
viewed as a hybrid of the CBR and VBR approaches that
attempts to combine the simplicity of admission control
for CBR with the statistical multiplexing advantages of
VBR [8]. In the event of a “renegotiation failure,”2

a source is forced to adapt its coding parameters to
match the currently available transmission rate. Since the
renegotiation is source initiated, there is no mechanism

1This argument is complex to test and quantify.
2RCBR appears to make the implicit assumption that such an event is very

unlikely. However, guaranteeing a very low renegotiation failure probability
requires an admission control check that is of equal complexity to admission
control for unrestricted VBR.
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Fig. 1. Framework for rate-adaptive video in an explicit-rate environment.

for the network to inform sources of the abatement of
congestion or of newly available bandwidth. Therefore,
the source is unable to make use of the newly available
bandwidth until the next renegotiation instant.

4) UBR, Best-Effort Transport:In this mode, the video
is transported as best effort traffic without any rate
guarantees from the network. This requires video sources
to continuously estimate the available bandwidth and
adapt to it. In this case, quality can get unacceptably
poor, since there is no minimum rate guaranteed.

The scheme proposed in this paper is an attempt to combine
the desirable features of each of the above schemes. We would
like to preserve the simple call admission-control capabilities
of CBR, the statistical multiplexing advantages provided by
unrestricted VBR, the ability to signal rate requirements to the
network as allowed by RCBR, as well as the ability to provide
explicit feedback from the network. In the rest of this paper,
we describe how the explicit-rate ABR service can be used to
provide these capabilities.

III. FRAMEWORK

Fig. 1 shows the framework under which we study the
effectiveness of adapting compressed video sources in a rate-
controlled network. Uncompressed video from the source is
fed to an encoder, which uses a quantization process, followed
by Huffman coding to reduce the number of bits required to
represent the video signal. We assume that the encoder is
capable of coding each video frame to match a target size
(in bits). The number of bits used to code a frame affects the
quality of the compressed video.

The output bit-stream from the encoder is fed to a rate-
adaptation buffer, which is a source buffer that accommodates
mismatches in the rate at which the encoder generates data and
the rate at which data can be injected into the network. This
latter rate is determined by the explicit-rate ABR congestion-
control algorithm, in which a source first requests a rate from
the network and the network responds with an allowed rate,
based on the contention for network bandwidth. The network
provides the assurance that the rate allocated to the source will
not go below a minimum rate that is negotiated at the time of
setting up the connection.

We define the following rates.

• Nominal Rate:the rate that is required by the encoder to
code the frame atideal quality.

• Target Rate:the rate given to the encoder based on the
algorithm for smoothing and rate-adaptation. We assume
that the encoder will precisely meet the rate it is given as
the target for a frame, as long as it is less than the ideal
rate for the frame. The difference between the nominal
rate and the target rate is a result of our adaptation
mechanisms.

• Demand Rate:the rate that the source requests from the
network based on the prediction.

• Allowed Rate:the rate returned from the network, after a
feedback delay, in response to the source’s requested rate.

IV. OVERVIEW OF EXPLICIT-RATE MECHANISMS FORVIDEO

The ABR service has been defined in the ATM forum to
support applications that require best-effort service. Although
no assurances are made of maintaining low delay or jitter, the
feedback-control algorithm attempts to maintain small queues
and feasibletransmission rates for the individual sources (i.e.,
the aggregate transmission rate of all the currently active
sources utilizing a link does not exceed the link capacity). To
a great extent, best-effort applications desire a low loss rate.
However, no quantitative loss rate requirements have been
specified for the ABR service [26]. With the use of explicit-
rate mechanisms, and appropriate switch-rate allocation algo-
rithms, we believe the cell loss rates experienced could be
small and, therefore, quite acceptable for video transmission.
We take advantage of the explicit-rate mechanism’s ability to
maintain small queues in the network, since that allows us to
also depend on a correspondingly small delay in the network,
on the average. The ABR service also admits to the notion
of a minimum-bandwidth allocation for a source. Although
an admission-control mechanism has not been specified, we
believe this can be relatively simple and conservative.

The explicit-rate mechanism, which we use as the basis
for our work here, also attempts to achieve the goal of
max–min fairness[1] for the source rates, while operating
the bottleneck links efficiently. Achieving max–min fairness
is important in situations when different links in the network
have different demands from sources, and network resources
have to be shared equitably. A constructive definition of
max–min fairness is provided in [1], [4], and [24]. Intuitively,
the criterion ensures that the capacity of a bottleneck resource
is equally divided among those flows that are limited by that
resource, after allocating the share of the capacity that is
requested by flows limited elsewhere in the network.

A. Operation of the Feedback-Control Mechanism

The explicit-rate control scheme depends on a set of co-
operating sources periodically probing the network for the
appropriate transmission rate.

The two key components of the control algorithm are: 1)
the behavior of the source and destination end systems and 2)
the behavior of the network elements (switches).
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Each source of a virtual circuit (VC) periodically transmits
a specialresource management(RM) cell to probe the state
of the network. Each switch identifies and conveys its state of
congestion, as well as additional rate information to the source
end-system in the RM cell. The source algorithm responds to
the feedback information by adjusting the rate of transmission
in accordance with a specified policy.

A source specifies a “demand” or desired transmit rate in
each transmitted RM cell (in addition to the currently allowed
rate), in theER field. Switches compute the rate they may
allocate to each VC, and overwrite the ER field with the
computed allocated rate if it is lower than what was in the
ER field of the received RM cell. As the RM cell progresses
from the source to destination, the ER-field value reflects the
smallest rate allocated by any of the switches in the path for
the VC. On reaching its destination, the RM cell is returned
to the source, which now sets its transmit rate based on the
allocated in the ER field of the returned RM cell.

The goal of the explicit-rate-based feedback-control algo-
rithm is to respond to incipient congestion, and to allocate
rates to the competing sources in a fair manner, while ensuring
that the capacity of the network is not exceeded.

There are several switch algorithms proposed for computing
the rate to be allocated to a VC [3], [11], [14], [25]. Switches
compute an allocated rate for each VCbased on its requested
rate (value in the ER field) . VC’s are
classified as being in a “satisfied” setor in a “bottlenecked”
set . The capacity of the link is allocated to bottlenecked
VC’s as

(1)

VC’s in the satisfied set are allocated their requested rate,
. Details may be found in [3] and [14]. To keep the

dynamics of the switch-rate allocation simple, we implemented
a straightforward version of the max–min computation broadly
described in [24].

The source policies are a simplified version of [26], where
the primary properties of the feedback-control loop have
been implemented, without incorporating all the functionality
related to the boundary cases. Specifically, the policies relat-
ing to the use-it-or-lose-it function and the source decrease
function that protects the network against delayed or lost
feedback have not been incorporated. The source maintains a
currently allowed rate, ACR, which is the rate at which queued
cells are transmitted out of the source network interface.
Sources maintain a DEMAND (for data sources this may be
the outgoing link’s rate), used for requesting a rate from the
network. When an RM cell returns with an allocated rate ER,
the source’s allowed rate is changed as follows:

if ACR ER

ACR ER DEMAND MCR

else

ACR ACR RIF PCR ER MCR

Notice that a network indication to decrease the rate takes
effect immediately. However, when the allocated rate ER
return is higher than the current ACR, ACR increases in
additive steps of RIF PCR. RIF is an increase-factor that
is a negotiated parameter, and PCR is the peak cell rate for
the connection. ACR always remains above the MCR.

When an RM cell is transmitted, the ER field is set to
(DEMAND, ACR). RM cells are periodically transmitted,

once every data cells (e.g., ), so that the
overhead for carrying the probe cells is bounded, while still
having a responsive control scheme. A large RIF results in our
converging to the returned ER quickly, but with the potential
for some transient overload on the network. To keep queues
small, RIF may be chosen to be small [in the simulations
presented in this paper, RIF was set to a very large value (1)].

For a detailed description of the end-system policies and
switch policies that assure max–min fairness while maintaining
small queues, we refer the reader to [3], [4], [14], and [26].

B. Enhancements to the Explicit-Rate Scheme for Video

The max–min fairness goal applies a “uniform” criterion
for allocation of resources to bottlenecked flows. When there
are competing bottlenecked flows at a given resource, the
bandwidth allocated to each of these flows is identical. Such
a policy is appropriate for data flows but inappropriate for
video flows, since for the latter there is a relationship between
the ultimate “quality of service” achieved for the flow and
the degree of rate reduction experienced by the flow relative
to its demand. Intuitively, an encoder that is compressing
more complex images requires a greater number of bits to
obtain the same level of quality and should, therefore, request
more bandwidth than a source transmitting frames for a low-
complexity sequence of images. If the network were to apply
the max–min fairness criterion, then the high-activity flow
would experience a much greater degradation in the video
quality compared to the low-activity flow.

We modify the basic max–min fair-allocation scheme to as-
sociate a weight with each flow. A weighted fairness criterion
is applied at each resource for the different flows placing a
demand on it. We use the source’s original demand as the basis
for assigning a weight to the flow. The weight at a bottleneck
for a source whose demand is is given by

(2)

where is the set of flows placing a demand on this resource.
The goal of the weighted max–min fair-share allocation

algorithm is that VC’s receive a weighted fair share of the bot-
tlenecked resource. Thus, the capacity of a bottleneck resource
is divided in proportion to the respective weights of the flows
that are limited by their bottleneck resource, after allocating the
share of the capacity that is requested by other flows limited
elsewhere in the network. This weighted max–min fairness
mimics the operation of weighted fair queueing [5], [9]. It
is more generally applicable than just in this circumstance.
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For example, weights may be associated with pricing or other
factors.

To achieve a weighted max–min fair allocation, we require
the original demand from the source to be available to all of
the resources in the network. We introduce an additional field,
called “source demand,” in the RM cell for this purpose. The
source places its demand (based on its bandwidth requirement)
in the “source demand” field of the RM cell, and switches
only read this field. At the switch, we now have three rates
of interest in the RM cell.

• : the original demand of the source, which is written
by the source and left untouched as it flows through the
network.

• ER : the value of explicit-rate field. ERis the share of
the capacity of this resource that flowrequests after
accounting for bottlenecks upstream of this resource. This
field is marked down as the RM cell flows through the
network.

• CCR : the current cell rate of the source.

The goals of our enhanced weighted max–min fair rate
allocation mechanism are as follows.

• Satisfied VC’s(in the terminology of [14]) should receive
an allocation equal to their rate requested, ERfrom this
resource. We denote this set.

• Bottlenecked VC’sreceive an allocation less than their
request. The amount of extra capacity left over from
the allocation to satisfied VC’s is now shared among
bottlenecked VC’s in proportion to their demands D. We
denote this set .

The steps in the weighted max–min fair rate allocation
algorithm of the switch are similar to those in [24]. We perform
the computation to determine the allocation upon arrival of an
RM cell, let us say from VC. Let be the
requests for each of the VC’s. The ER value in the RM cell
for VC is considered to be the request while the current
state of the allocations at the switch for the other VC’s are
considered as their requests. Let the fair share computed
by our algorithm for any VCbe . The exception from [24]
is a check to see if a VC is bottlenecked or not, based on
whether the weighted share of the leftover capacity is less
than the rate request for that VC. Initially, the setis empty.
The share for all bottlenecked VC’s, is computed as

(3)

Here, is the request for a flow from the setof currently
satisfied flows. is the capacity of the channel. The weights
for the remaining flows, in the set are recalculated again as

(4)

If the rate request for the remaining bottlenecked flows
in is such that the following equation is satisfied:

(5)

then flow is removed from the set and put into the set of
satisfied VC’s . Also, the fair share for these VC’s in is

. The available capacity for bottlenecked VC’s,
is correspondingly reduced following (3). The weights for the
remaining flows in are recalculated using (4). We repeat this
operation for each of the flows in, and remove those flows
whose rate requests satisfy (5).

Finally, we have a set of flows in which have their rate
requests such that

(6)

The fair share ( ) for the remaining flows in is
then given by

(7)

This allocation is then indicated in the ER field of the RM
cell corresponding to VC and the RM cell is now forwarded
downstream toward the destination.

The enhanced weighted max–min fairness algorithm thus
allocates a share, as in (7), to the flows whose rate requests are
greater than the weighted share of the capacity available to the
individual flow. VC’s that are not bottlenecked at this resource
will receive their rate request, as observed in the ER field of
an RM cell from that VC. VC’s bottlenecked at this resource
and, hence, limited by this resource receive a weighted share of
the resource’s capacity that may be allocated to bottlenecked
VC’s. The guarantee is also that the allocation to bottlenecked
VC’s is higher than the allocation to a satisfied VC at this
resource.

Finally, the local allocation for VCat a switch is computed
as CCR where CCR is the current rate that
the VC is transmitting, as indicated in the RM cell. If a source
is transmitting at CCR this is the bandwidth allocated
to the source. This allocation by a switch allows a downstream
bottleneck to convey its allocation to an upstream switch one
round-trip time later [14].

C. Convergence Delays of the Allocation Algorithm

The distributed rate allocation algorithm achieves max–min
fairness by an iterative process. There is a “global iteration”
achieved by RM cells flowing from the source to destination
and back, collecting the rate allocation information for the
flow. Further, there is a “local iteration” at each switch link to
determine the allocation to each of the flows sharing that link.

At the first step of the global iteration, the allocation of
all the flows sharing the first-level (tightest) bottleneck is
determined. Subsequently, in each of the next steps of the
global iteration, the allocation of flows sharing the next-level
(next-tightest) bottlenecks is determined, progressing from one
bottleneck level to the next, until we finally make the allocation
of the rates to the flows sharing the th-level (loosest)
bottleneck in the network. It is shown in [4] that an upper
bound on convergence time of such distributed algorithms
determining a max–min fair allocation is approximately
RTT where RTT is the maximum round-trip delay for control
information to propagate from the source through the network
to the destination, and back to the source; andis the number
of different bottleneck rates. There may be significant queueing
delays for RM cells, as well as propagation delays (e.g., in a
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wide-area network (WAN), which contribute to RTT. As a
result of a richly connected network, each link having diverse
numbers of flows sharing them or with sources having different
demands, the number of distinct ratesmay be large as well.
Thus, the time to converge to a final rate allocation for all
the flows, once the demands have stabilized, may be larger
than a frame time, based on the results in [4]. The source rate-
adaptation policy needs to be cognizant of this, as we discuss
in Section VI.

V. SOURCE MODELS FOR VIDEO

The enhanced explicit-rate mechanism, proposed in this
paper, assumes that each source can periodically indicate
its bandwidth requirements to the network via RM cells.
This requires the source to forecast the encoder bit rate
requirements over small time intervals, e.g., on the order of a
few network round-trip times. This demand forecasting can be
done using models that characterize the statistical behavior of
video sources. Several such models have been proposed in the
literature [7], [16]–[18].3 Any of these models could be used in
conjunction with the explicit-rate control mechanism proposed
in this paper, as long as it is able to accurately predict the
short-term rate requirements of a video source. In this paper,
we have chosen to use the gamma-beta autoregressive (GBAR)
source model [15]. This model has been shown to accurately
model video teleconferencing sources when using H.261-like
coding schemes.

A. Models for Video Teleconferences

In [17] and [18], traffic models for video teleconferences us-
ing H.261 and H.261-like coding were formulated by examin-
ing data recorded during several 30-min video teleconferences.
A key observation is that traffic models look similar, despite
the sequences differing in the details of the coding scheme. The
important features of the video teleconference models can be
summarized as follows. The number of cells per frame can be
modeled by a stationary process. The marginal distribution of
the number of cells per frame follows a gamma distribution
(negative binomial if a discrete distribution is used), and so
the number of cells per frame is given by

(8)

where is the gamma function defined as

(9)

The parameters and are called theshape and scale
parameters, respectively, and these can be obtained from
the mean and variance of the source. Letbe the lag-
1 correlation. These correlations are typically very high for
teleconference sources with for the source studied
in [18]. This high correlation makes fairly accurate short term
forecasting feasible. In [19], a very simple forecasting rule
is used successfully. The rule is
where is the correlation coefficient. the mean number of

3These models were primarily designed to solve the problem of admission
control for open-loop VBR transport of video.

cells per frame, is computed on-line. An accurate model is
the DAR(1) model [18], which is a Markov chain determined
by three parameters: the mean, variance, and. The transition
matrix is computed as

(10)

where is the autocorrelation coefficient, is the identity
matrix, and each row of consists of the negative binomial
(or gamma) probabilities where

and is the peak rate. The DAR(1) model matches
the autocorrelation of the data over approximately 100 frame
lags. This match is more than sufficient for our purposes,
since our forecasting horizon is a few round-trip times, which
correspond to only three or four frame lags at most. Knowing
the mean, variance, and lag-1 correlation of the source, fore-
casts can be made using the DAR(1) model, given only the
number of bits in the current frame. The DAR(1) model can be
used with any marginal distribution, and was used in [16] to
model entertainment and MPEG-2 coded video sequences with
marginal distributions which are not gamma distributed. For
teleconference sequences, since the marginal distributions are
gamma distributed, this generality is not necessary. Moreover,
the DAR(1) model has “flat spots” which make its sample
paths “look” different from those of the data when comparisons
are made for a single source (for multiplexed data sources they
are indistinguishable [7]). Though these flat spots may not
affect our results, for the teleconferences we use a statistical
model more specialized for modeling accurately the short-term
fluctuations of single teleconference sources.

This model called gamma-beta autoregressive [GBAR(1)]
model, was proposed by Heyman [15]. Like the DAR(1)
model, the GBAR(1) model is also a three parameter model
requiring only knowledge of the mean, variance and lag-1
correlation of the source. It relies on the observation that
video teleconferences have gamma-marginal distributions and
exponentially decaying autocorrelations up to lags of about
100 frames. The main features of the model (described in
detail in [15]) are summarized below, since we use it as our
forecasting model.

Let denote a gamma distributed random variable
with shape parameterand scale parameter. Let de-
note a beta-distributed random variable. The density function
of the beta distribution is given by

(11)

The GBAR(1) model uses the following facts.

1) The sum of independent and random
variables is a random variable.

2) The product of independent and
random variables is a random variable. The
forecasting rule for the GBAR(1) model is given by:

(12)

Since, for video teleconferences, we want the distribution
of (and naturally ) to be , (the shape and
scale parameters being obtained from the empirical mean and
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS FOR VIDEO-TELECONFERENCESEQUENCES

variances as was done for the DAR model), we pickto be
a random variable and to be a
random variable. It may be easily verified from (1) and (2)
that when and are mutually independent, is

distributed as desired. Also, the lag-autocorrelation
function is given by . Using this is determined
since we know and (from the mean and variance
of the data). The forecasting computation is simple: given

multiply it by a sample from an independent beta-
distributed random variable, and then add drawn from a
gamma distribution. Both distributions have parameters which
need to be computed only once from the mean, variance, and
lag-1 correlation of the teleconference sequence of interest.

For four video teleconferences, we used the GBAR(1)
process for short-term prediction of the number of cells per
frame, given the number of cells per frame for the current
frame. The mean, variance, and 1-lag correlation needed for
the predictions is given for each of the sequences in Table I.

VI. SOURCE-ADAPTATION MECHANISM

We use a source buffer between the encoder and the ATM
layer to provide isolation between two control loops. The first
control loop is at the ATM layer, where the source adapts
its transmission rate, ACR, based on the feedback from the
network. The second control loop, local at the source, uses the
source buffer occupancy and a smoothed value of the ACR.

A. Demand Prediction

A rate-adaptive ABR video source needs to estimate its
future bandwidth DEMAND and send out an RM cell
requesting this bandwidth at least a feedback-delay amount of
time earlier than when the rate is needed. Let us assume, for
simplicity, that this is done on a per-frame basis. If one were
to look at a timeline for the operation, a rate request would be
made at time based on the predicted size for the frame to be
transmitted at time . Here, RTT where
RTT is the round-trip delay; is the time for the encoder to
adapt to a new rate; is the frame time (assuming that the
encoding of the frame also takes a frame time, e.g., 33 or 40
ms); and is the delay in the source end-system needed to
packetize the data and hand it down to the ATM adaptation
layer.

There are several issues with just using the straightforward
prediction of a single frame size RTT later. Since there
may be considerable variation in the frame sizes, the time we
look ahead in the prediction has to be precise. For example,
if the response from the network comes too late for the coder,
we could be encoding according to a rate required for an

earlier frame. If the response comes too early, this rate may be
superseded by a subsequent rate feedback. Thus, we may be
coding at a rate suitable for a frame to be transmitted at a later
time. Furthermore, the rate received from the network for this
frame (in time for it to be encoded at RTT ) is implicitly
assumed to be available later, at RTT when
the frame transmission is completed. If the rates received in
subsequent RM cells are different, this may lead to the frame
being delayed. However, this delay may be acceptable if MCR
is large enough.

It is not always desirable to take the straightforward ap-
proach of requesting bandwidth on a frame by frame basis,
since it requires a very accurate estimate of the look ahead
time . In case there are errors in estimating this value, the
bandwidth allocated by the network may lag or lead the band-
width required by the source. Since accurate knowledge of the
various delays, especially the RTT, is not possible, it is instead
preferable to use a simple smoothing technique to limit the
sensitivity to errors in this estimate. This involves predicting
the bit rate of several frames—from the next frame to be trans-
mitted to the frame that will be transmitted one RTT later—and
using the average rate over all these frames as the demand
to the network. Specifically, it may be desirable to predict the
requirements of frames in advance (as a moving window),
and compute a (placed at time ) based on the average
rate for these frames. The choice of the size of the moving
window for averaging the demand also depends on the
coding scheme used (e.g., H.261 for video teleconferencing;
MPEG for entertainment video). Using an averaging interval
that is larger than a frame time is desirable. For example, using
an average over several frames, such as a GOP for MPEG
may be appropriate. Note, however that the simulation results
reported in Section VII do not use this smoothing.

B. Encoder Rate Adaptation

At the ATM layer, the source policy adapts the transmission
rate ACR, every time an RM cell is received back at the source.
There is potential for considerable variation in the rate returned
to the source, based on changing conditions in the network.
In addition, when the network is unable to grant the demand

indicated by a source, the encoder has to adapt it’s bit rate
to match the bandwidth granted by the network, to prevent
overflow of the source buffer between the encoder and the
ATM layer. The source buffer serves to isolate the encoder
from the rapid changes in the rate provided by the network,
and also acts as an integrator of the difference between the
encoder’s desired rate and the allowed rate, ACR, over time.

There are several options available for adapting the en-
coder’s quantization level to the allowed transmission rate
ACR at the ATM layer.

1) Directly use the instantaneous ACR as the coder’s rate
to encode the next frame.

2) Use information on the occupancy of the source buffer,
between the coder and the ATM layer, to modify the
encoding rate.

3) Use a combination of the source buffer and the recent
history of ACR returned to adapt the coder’s rate. The
simulation results reported below use this approach.
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Using the first option would imply directly using the feed-
back information from the network to adjust the coding rate
for the next frame. There is an immediate connection between
the feedback from the network and the coder. This works well
if the estimate of the feedback delay is perfect and also if
the network returns an ER value that is very close to the
DEMANDed rate. Neither of these are likely. We want the
source to adapt its rate to changing conditions in the network.
Moreover, it is difficult to estimate the feedback delay. Another
important problem is that during the transient convergence
period when the network is attempting to converge to the final
weighted max–min fair rate, the returned ER and hence ACR
for the source is continually changing. Using an RIF value
that limits the step-size with which the source may build up
its ACR toward the returned ER also makes this matching quite
difficult. We also believe that the potentially rapid fluctuations
of the coding rate adversely impacts the quality of the video.

With the second option, we take advantage of the local
source buffer between the encoder and the ATM layer to
“integrate” the effects of both the differences between the
coder’s desired rate and the feedback rate. The buffer also
smooths out some of the errors in our estimation of the
feedback delay. By considering the source buffer as the point
of isolation between the encoder’s rate and the rate sustainable
by the network, we use the source buffer occupancy
to determine the encoder’s rate. We try to maintain the
source buffer levels between a low threshold and a
high threshold . We use a rate reduction function, below
the nominal rate the coder needs for the best quality (),
that is a linear function of the buffer occupancy in the range
( ). The average encoder rate is determined
from the following:

(13)

While in principle this serves the function of smoothing the
encoding rate used, it completely isolates any drastic deviation
of the network’s feedback. As a result, large differences
between and ER may lead to unacceptable queue build-
up locally at the source, resulting in either exceeding our delay
targets or loss locally from the source buffer.

We chose to use the third option, which uses a combination
of the source buffer and the recent history of ACR returned
to adapt the coder’s rate. The source buffer also allows us to
smooth out errors in our estimation of the feedback delay.
Thus, we minimize rapid fluctuations in the coding rate,
avoiding any adverse impact on the quality of the video.

The encoder rate-adaptation function accounts for both the
ACR and the state of the source buffer. The following function
is used:

ACR
SETPOINT

time horizon
(14)

Here, is the predicted buffer size at the time the
encoder is given the rate to code the frame, and SETPOINT
is the desired buffer setpoint at the local source buffer.is a
small gain factor. The time_horizon is the interval over which
we try to bring the predicted buffer down to the level of

the SETPOINT. The time horizon is typically of the order of a
few frame times (chosen to be five, in our simulations), so that
the delay for a frame is not adversely affected. The constraint
for choosing the buffer SETPOINT is that the contribution
to the delay by the source buffer is not excessive. Similarly,
ACR is also computed over an interval of a few frame
times ( 5 frame times). Similar control mechanisms have been
proposed earlier for control of bursty data traffic sources [20],
[21].

It is desirable to use a longer averaging interval and reduce
the frequency with which the source demand and the encoder’s
rate are modified. Altering the source rate frequently may
result in impairment of the user perceived quality of the re-
sulting video. Also, the amount of time taken by the allocation
mechanism to converge to the weighted max–min fair rate may
be significant. It has been shown in [4] that it takes a period
of RTT per distinct rate in the eventual rate vector for all of
the source rates to converge to their final rates. Of course the
amount of “damping” is also dependent on how much source
delay we can tolerate. A constraint we use as a rule of thumb
is that the end-to-end delay should not be greater than about
200–300 ms/frame.

C. Minimum Cell-Rate Selection and Admission-Control
Issues

For compressed video flows, it is necessary to limit the
number of admitted connections to limit the degradation in
user perceived quality due to contention among the various
compressed video flows. Thus, a user may wish to set limits on
the average and worst-case degradation that can be tolerated.
From a network’s perspective, the user’s quality requirements
need to be mapped into a bandwidth requirement, possibly in
the form of an equivalent bandwidth specification. Moreover,
since for the ABR service, admission control is typically
performed based on the minimum cell rate (MCR) specified
during connection setup, it may be necessary to derive an
appropriate value of the MCR from the equivalent bandwidth
specification. Another alternative is to perform admission
control based on the equivalent bandwidth and separately
specify the MCR. In Section VII, we examine these issues
in greater detail.

In the work presented in this paper, we assume that the
network uses a separate queue to isolate the compressed video
flows from other classes of service that may or may not be
admission controlled. We also assume that a scheduling policy
is used that causes these queues to be served in proportion to
the rates allocated to each of these classes.

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS

We use trace driven simulations to study the performance of
the enhanced explicit-rate control scheme, and quantitatively
justify some of the observations made in the previous sections.
The simulations are used to address the following questions.

• How effective is the control scheme in dynamically
adapting the encoder source rate to match the network
bandwidth?
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Fig. 2. Simulation configuration.

• How is the overall performance impacted by the accuracy
in predicting the source bit rates?

• How effective is the control scheme in ensuring fairness?
• What is the impact of multiple bottleneck links?

In all of the simulations, a single long trace of measured
video-teleconferencing data (38 137 frames) is used to derive
the frame sizes for each video traffic source. Each simulation
is run for 100 s. The video sources generate 25 frames/s.
The mean bit rate of the entire trace is about 4.4 Mb/s.
Sources start staggered apart at intervals of 40 ms (one frame
time apart). The initial rate, ICR [26] is chosen to be 500
cells/s, and the source buffer SETPOINT is 200 cells. We
use the “fan-in” configuration shown in Fig. 2, with 6–24
active video sources, spread evenly across Groups 1–3, feeding
into a common bottleneck link (link S1 S2). The round-
trip propagation delays are typically 80 ms. Each receiver is
assumed to implement a play-out buffer; the target end-to-end
(one-way) delay is 300 ms.

The primary metrics we use to evaluate the performance of
our adaptation scheme are:

• the average and minimum rate allocated by the network
for each connection;

• the average and minimumcroppingratio for each connec-
tion—where the cropping ratio for a single video frame is
defined as actual encoded frame size/nominal frame size;

• the end-to-end delay to transmit an entire video frame for
each connection.

We evaluate the fairness properties by comparing the av-
erage values of the rate, actual encoded frame size and the
cropping ratio for each connection. In selected cases, we also
compare the time-varying behavior of the allocated rate and
cropping ratio for each of the connections.

A. Rate Matching

The primary goal of rate based feedback control is to allow
traffic sources to match the available network bandwidth.
Ideally, a video source should get its demanded bandwidth
as long as the network is lightly loaded. On the other hand,
when the network is unable to grant the source demand
the source should be able to adapt its bit rate downwards
in a timely fashion to ensure that the per-packet delays and
loss rates stay bounded. In the first set of experiments, we
study the performance of the enhanced explicit-rate scheme

TABLE II
AVERAGE VALUE OF CROPPING RATIO FOR CONNECTIONS

1–6 WITH VARYING NUMBER OF CONNECTIONS

TABLE III
MINIMUM VALUE OF CROPPING RATIO FOR CONNECTIOINS

1–6 WITH VARYING NUMBER OF CONNECTIONS

TABLE IV
AVERAGE RATE (MEGABITS/S) FOR CONNECTIONS

1–6 WITH VARYING NUMBER OF CONNECTIONS

as the number of active connections is varied between 6 and
24 connections, while keeping the bottleneck link capacity
unchanged. This causes the average bottleneck link utilization
to vary between 56% (6 sources) and 99% (24 sources).

Table II enumerates the values of the cropping ratio for
connections 1–6, with a varying number of connections. With
six sources active, at 56% bottleneck utilization, the rate
requested by a video source is always granted by all switches
on the path. Even so, the actual size of the transmitted frames
is sometimes smaller compared to the nominal frame size. This
occurs because of local queue build up resulting from errors in
predicting the future demand and/or small timing mismatches
between when the requested bandwidth is available to the
source to when it is actually needed. Due to the use of the
setpoint algorithm (14), the encoder reduces its bit rate in
response to such a queue buildup.

As the number of connections is increased, the aggregate
bandwidth demands of the sources exceeds the network ca-
pacity more frequently. This causes a decrease in the average
actual bit rate of each source (Table IV). As a result, the ratio
of the (actual/nominal) frame sizes also reduces as shown in
Tables II and III. These ratios capture the average and worst-
case degradation in the “quality” for each active stream over
the entire duration of the simulation.

Fig. 3 shows the end-to-end frame delay histogram. As the
number of active connections is increased, the network uti-
lization increases and, consequently, the mean and variance of
the end-to-end delay increases because of greater queueing in
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Fig. 3. Histogram of per frame delays with varying number of connections.
Propagation delay= 80 ms.

source and switch buffers. However, the end-to-end delay stays
below the 300-ms target, even with 24 active connections,
when the bottleneck link utilization was 99%.

B. Observations on Admission Control

In our simulations, the MCR value was set to zero and
no explicit admission-control checks were enforced. However,
our simulation results provide insights into understanding
how the ABR admission-control framework may need to be
extended for compressed video sources.

Say that the video quality is acceptable to a user as long as
the average value of the cropping ratio is greater than 0.50, and
the minimum value of the cropping ratio is greater than 0.20.
Table III, shows that with 18 connections, the average and
maximum cropping ratios are approximately 56% and 24%,
respectively. When the number of connections is increased
to 24, the maximum cropping ratio drops to 18%, while
the average cropping ratio drops to 43%. Therefore, for this
particular definition of user satisfaction, quality is close to
being acceptable with 18 connections. This suggests that we
need to ensure that no more than 18 connections are admitted,
with the limit being the bottleneck link S1 S2.

For the ABR service, admission control is typically per-
formed based on the MCR, specified during connection setup.
Therefore, a naive approach to ensure that no more than 18
connections are admitted on the link S1 S2 would be to
pick a MCR of 2.77 Mb/s for each connection (this value is
derived by dividing this link’s bandwidth equally among all 18
connections). However, the value of the MCR also determines
the minimal amount of bandwidth that is always “reserved”
for a connection, and thus limits the degree of bandwidth
sharing across connections. As shown in Table V, with the
MCR value set to zero, the actual minimum rate seen by
each of the 18 connections is much lower than 2.77 Mb/s (it
is typically between 0.8–1.1 Mb/s across all 18 connections
in this experiment), while achieving the quality targets as
specified by the average and the minimum cropping ratios
of 0.5 and 0.2. This suggests that setting the MCR value to
2.77 Mb/s would likely cause a reduction in both the average

TABLE V
MINIMUM RATE ALLOCATED (MEGABITS/S) FOR CONNECTIONS

1–6 WITH VARYING NUMBER OF CONNECTIONS

and the maximum cropping ratios below the acceptable levels.
Alternatively, if one were to pick an MCR of 1.1 Mb/s, we
would admit as many as 45 connections on the S1S2 link.
This is clearly unacceptable as well.

Thus, we observe that it is desirable to have two rates
specified for a connection: a MCR that is used to determine
the minimum rate that is always assured to a connection, and
a rate similar to the equivalent bandwidth [6] that is used for
admission control. For our simulation configuration and traffic
sources, these values would be 1.1 and 2.77 Mb/s, respectively.

We note that these conclusions are preliminary in nature.
Further work is needed to understand the relationship between
the two rates, as well as the consequences of modifying the
manner in which admission control is performed for the ABR
service.

C. Effectiveness of Source Rate-Adaptation Policy

The goal of the source rate-adaptation policy is to shield the
encoder from frequent fluctuations in the ACR value granted
by the network while retaining the ability to react when the
network reduces the rate granted to a source. The overall
effectiveness of the source rate-adaptation policy is dependent
on the choice of the source buffer setpoint and the time interval
used for estimation and control in (14), as well as the accuracy
of the predictions.

We first examine the sensitivity to the smoothing function
applied in the source-adaptation policy (14). The demand is
predicted frames in advance. We examine the behavior
over a short time interval of 1 s to illustrate the variation of
the frame sizes (hence, bit rate) over time in the trace data.
We use six active sources to examine the behavior under light
load so that the allowed transmission rate, ACR, is a function
of the source-adaptation policy rather than being limited by
the network. Figs. 4 and 5 show the nominal frame size, the
predicted frame size, and the target rate as computed in
(14), for three values of the time_horizon: 1, 5, and 15 frame
durations.

We note that with a larger time window for averaging, the
target rate provided to the encoder is relatively smooth, and
the amount of deviation from the “nominal” frame size is
also somewhat less. For example, with a 15 frame smoothing
interval, in Fig. 5 varies only between 180–160 kb/s.
Using a larger interval for smoothing may result in the dif-
ferences between the prediction (hence, DEMAND) and
being significant (reflecting the fact that there is smoothing in
the encoder’s target rate, but not in requesting an “averaged”
demand from the network). This could result in more queueing
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Fig. 4. Effect of prediction accuracy on source rate adaptation.

Fig. 5. Effect of window size on source rate adaptation.

at the source (when the prediction is lower but the target rate
to the source is higher), which is undesirable.

In contrast, with a averaging interval of one frame,
varies considerably, from 270 to 160 kb/s. The deviation
from the “nominal” frame size is as much as the predictions
are from the actual trace’s frame sizes. But, using a small
averaging “window” results in being more responsive to
the predicted frame size. Thus, if the rate returned from the
network is equal to the DEMAND, then the match between
ACR and is close. This results in very little buffer build-
up at the source. Errors in the predictions, however, directly
impact the target rate provided to the encoder. Thus, the
quality of the final video is dependent on the accuracy of
the prediction.

D. Fairness

Tables II and IV illustrate the primary effect of the weighted
max–min fair-share allocation algorithm—the cropping ratio,
averaged over the length of the trace, is almost identical for
all of the connections. This implies that when each of the
connections have a slightly different demand, the weighted
max–min fair-share algorithm impacts them proportionately,

Fig. 6. Time-varying rate allocation (ER) with weighted max–min
fair-switch allocation policy.

Fig. 7. Time-varying rate allocation (ER) with unweighted max–min fair
switch allocation policy.

as we originally intended. Figs. 6 and 8, which show the rates
returned in the ER field and the cropping ratios for two selected
connections, illustrate this point. Observing the time-varying
behavior is important, as the average-case behavior of the
algorithms may be indistinguishable (unless we use a metric
that integrates the effect of the rate-reductions over time).
The figure emphasizes the point that the ER value computed
using the weighted max–min fair-share allocation algorithm
for the two connections varies over time, so as to match each
connection’s time-varying demand.

In contrast, a network that is enforcing an unweighted
max–min fairness attempts to allocate equal shares of the
bottleneck bandwidth to connections, as long as they can use
it. For example when there are 24 active connections, and
since every connection always demands more than 2 Mb/s,
while sharing the common bottleneck link (S1 S2), they
are allocated an equal share of that bottleneck bandwidth.
This allocation stays unchanged for as long as the demands
from all the connections exceeds the capacity (likely for the
entire lifetime of the connections). Fig. 7 illustrates that the ER
values returned to connections 1 and 2 over a 16-s interval are
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Fig. 8. Time-varying value of cropping ratio with weighted max–min fair
switch allocation policy.

Fig. 9. Time-varying value of cropping ratio with unweighted max–min fair
switch allocation policy.

almost identical and do not change over time. This implies
that the degradation in quality for the two connections, which
have significant differences in the “nominal” frame sizes over
time, is disproportionate. Fig. 9 illustrates this behavior.

Thus, we believe that the use of the weighted max–min fair-
allocation algorithm has the right characteristics for adapting
to the varying demands from competing sources for the
bottleneck link.

E. Multiple Bottleneck Links

We now examine the performance of the 24 connections
going over the second configuration shown in Fig. 10. In this
configuration, the link capacities are chosen so that there are
three sets of bottleneck links, S1 S2, S2 S3, and S3

H5 for the connections in Group 3, Group 2, and Group
1, respectively. Each group has eight connections, and the
connections of each group share a common bottleneck. The
connections in Group 1 are limited by the last 5-Mb/s link
from S3 H5, the connections in Group 2 are limited by the
30 Mb/s link from S2 S3, and finally, connections in Group
3 are limited by the 155 Mb/s link S1 S2.

Fig. 10. Simulation configuration 2—multiple bottlenecks.

TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE OFWEIGHTED MAX–MIN FAIR-SHARE ALLOCATION

SCHEME WITH MULTIPLE BOTTLENECK LINKS

Fig. 11. Cropping ratio for Connections 1–24 with multiple bottleneck links.

Table VI and Fig. 11 show the overall performance
achieved by the connections in each of the groups. The
average size of transmitted frames is smallest for the 1st
group of connections (1–8), as they share the bottleneck link
with the lowest available capacity. For these connections,
the average value of the cropping ratio is only about 0.25.
This is because the bottleneck link is running at saturation
(96% utilization), and the sources have to be throttled back
substantially. If we had an admission-control policy active,
we might have admitted fewer than the eight connections for
this group, based on the limited capacity of the S3H5 link.

The next group of connections (9–16) share the capacity on
their bottleneck (25 Mb/s) that remains after satisfying all of
the Group 1 connections. These connections are able to drive
the utilization of the link to 94%. The reduction of the target
rate is less than that for the first group, receiving nearly 75%
of their “nominal” desired rate.

Finally, Group 3 connections (17–24) which are potentially
limited by the 155 Mb/s link between S1 and S2, get nearly
all their “nominal rate” because the link is only 48% utilized
on the average. The DEMAND from all of the 24 connections
together is only about half the capacity of the 155-Mb/s link,
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thus resulting in no substantial degradation for the Group 3
connections.

We thus observe that the weighted max–min fair-share
algorithm does the “right thing” in providing a fair allocation
of the bottleneck bandwidth to those connections limited by
it. The resulting performance impact for the video source is
commensurate with the bandwidth share it receives.

VIII. C ONCLUDING REMARKS

We proposed a scheme that uses an explicit-rate based
feedback mechanism, similar to that used for ATM’s ABR
service class, for transporting compressed video traffic. The
key features of our scheme are the following.

• We use the inherent negotiation in ABR using RM cells to
allow sources to indicate their desired rate over very short
intervals. This desired rate is generated using forecasts
which exploit the high short-term correlation in video.
The source adapts its rate to the rate communicated
back by the network, whenever necessary. The source
enhances its adaptation by using information about the
source buffer occupancy and a recent set of allowed rates.

• A source uses the MCR guarantee of ABR to ensure that
the transported video stream get an acceptable service
quality. This use of the MCR distinguishes our scheme
from completely rate-adaptive video, such as those used
in the Internet video tools (NV, VIC).

• We expect a separation of the video flows, that are
admission-controlled, from bursty data that may not
be admission-controlled. Since explicit-rate-based ABR
maintains small network queues by minimizing burstiness
(at the cell level) and ensures that the capacity of the links
in the network are not over-allocated, we can achieve
acceptably low delays for the video flows.

• We propose a new rate-allocation mechanism in the
network based on a weighted max–min fairness criterion.
This enhanced allocation mechanism allows the network
to treat flows unequally (in proportion to their weights),
with regard to the rate allocations at their bottleneck. With
this mechanism, higher rate sources whose quality is more
likely to be affected are treated preferentially (instead of
all sources experiencing the same rate reduction).

We presented simulation results showing the efficacy of our
proposed scheme, with a long video-teleconferencing trace.
We showed that the weighted max–min fair-allocation scheme
evenly degrades quality across multiple video sources when
the network is unable to grant their requested rate. We also
showed that even when the bottleneck link is being utilized
near saturation, the total end-to-end frame delay is within
acceptable levels (less than 300 ms) over a WAN with a
propagation delay of 80 ms. We also make observations on the
consequences for admission control when an ABR service is
used to transport compressed video. In particular, we observe
that it may be necessary to use a rate that is a factor larger
than the MCR as the basis for admitting a connection, rather
than then the MCR itself.

We believe that transporting video using the enhanced
explicit-rate-based feedback control, as proposed in this paper,

has the potential to combine the best features of VBR, CBR,
and RCBR video without some of their primary drawbacks.
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